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Subject RE Dec Full Board Meeting Risk Model Materials

Attachments 20201210 Full Board Risk Model v9potx

Thank yoM Hope everyone had a safe and a great Thanksgiving holiday Weekend

I have included proposed edits for consideration in the attachment in addition to the comments referenced

below

Slide 4 Suggest revising the graph as follows a Replace Count of Fires with total acres burned b
Identify of structures damaged and acres burned in PGEs service territory as compared to rest of

CA c Reference the fires in the context of Examples of major wildfires as this is not intended to be a

holistic list

Slides 7 8 I have moved these two slides from the Appendix Section and suggest consolidating them

into one slide Also suggest removing the reference to Zogg Fire from the graphs as the CalFire

investigation is still in progress

Slide 1O Suggest revising the slide to show additional factors considered to inform the 2021 wildfire risk

reduction workplan eg strike potential trees PSS expertise multiple PSPS events on the left side and

the application including mitigation programs on the right side eg EVM SH and 2021 2023 Public

Safety Metrics

Please let me know if you would like to connect to discuss the aforementioned comments further
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Importance High

Apologies for this late email on the Wednesday before Thanksgiving

was instructed b to present the improvements to the Wildfire Risk Models that guide our key

mitigation programs

I lust finished the materials

has reviewed an earlier version but may have more changes

Law has not reviewed bu

yesterday

When I have gotten both =and
upload these materials

agreed to review I think he agreed with the thought that he would get this

to complete their reviews can you send me the site where I need to
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Thanks

PGE
I

Electric Operations Business Operations

There is no such thing as a small act of kindness every act creates a ripple with no logical end
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